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powerwordspowerprofit.com
SEO ISSUES FOUND ON YOUR SITE (OCTOBER 14, 2016)

This report shows the SEO issues that, when solved, will improve your site rankings and increase traffic to your website.

19 errors

3 warnings

11 passed

Best performers in your industryBest performers in your industry Ranks highly forRanks highly for Estimated traffic shareEstimated traffic share

fitsmallbusiness.com Real estate marketing, Real estate lead generation

inman.com Real estate lead generation

boomtownroi.com Real estate lead generation

placester.com Real estate marketing

easyagentpro.com Real estate lead generation

leadperformer.com Real estate lead generation

marketingmonday.com Real estate marketing

zurple.com Real estate lead generation

theredx.com Real estate lead generation

realgeeks.com Real estate lead generation

!  Warning! Your site is not present in the Top 10. Immediate SEO action should be taken because your competitors receive almost all the

traffic.

Site performance

32%
Poor

Best performers for your keywords in search results
Your site position on search engine result pages greatly influences your site traffic. The better the position, the more traffic your site may expect. The average site
position is calculated for Google, Bing and Yahoo.

32.5%

13.0%

9.0%

8.1%

7.3%

7.3%

6.0%

5.5%

3.9%

3.6%
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Site visitors (traffic)
Each site visitor is a prospect customer of yours. The more targeted traffic your site gets, the higher your revenue will be.

Unique Visitors provided by Compete (US data only)

Not enough data

Compete can find no data for the website. It means the site receives too
little traffic and should be optimized and promoted better.

Unique Visitors (Sep, 2016)

!  Not enough data

Compete Rank (Sep, 2016)

!  Not enough data

Alexa Traffic Rank

1,620,800

Apr'16 May'16 Jun'16 Jul'16 Aug'16 Sep'16

Global Traffic Rank (Sep, 2016)

!  Not enough data
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Social networkSocial network powerwordspowerprofit.compowerwordspowerprofit.com

 Facebook
Social media popularity of your home page is higher than those of your competitors. Keep it up!

✔  62

 Google+
Social media popularity of your home page is higher than those of your competitors. Keep it up!

✔  1

 LinkedIn
Social media popularity of your home page is higher than those of your competitors. Keep it up!

✔  1

Organic Traffic provided by SEMrush (United States)

0

Apr'16 May'16 Jun'16 Jul'16 Aug'16 Sep'16

SEMrush Rank

32,736,606
266,316 points better than previous month

Following month expected traffic (Oct'16)

0

Popularity in social media
Each mention in social media makes your brand more recognizable and brings you targeted traffic. The social media performance of your home page is compared to
those of the best performers in your industry.

Facebook likes, shares & comments

 62
Facebook has more than 1.55 billion monthly active users. It is vital
to be where your prospects are.

Google +1's & shares

 1
Google shares and +1's are votes for your domain. It is great to
have as many as possible.

LinkedIn

 1
LinkedIn, a community of professionals, helps to establish authority
in your niche.
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SEO factors that influence site visibility on search engines
Search engines use hundreds of factors to decide what site better fits the needs of searchers. If your site has no site visibility issues, it will be ranked higher on the
search engine result pages and get more targeted traffic.

Majestic Trust Level of the home page

Data not available.
This parameter shows if the home page is trustworthy. If it is
less than or equal to 0.50, then this page is likely to be low
quality or even spammy.

! Pages indexed by Google

40
OK, all scanned pages are indexed by Google.
The Google index lists all the webpages that Google knows
about. When Google visits your site, it detects new and
modified pages and updates the Google index.

✔

Number of links pointing to your site

0
A site with a small amount of backlinks is invisible for search
engines.
This refers to the number of backlinks pointing to a website
according to Majestic.

! Keyword presence in important areas

2
keywords were not found in important page areas
If you want your site to be found, you should use keywords in
the Title tag, Description tag, Body and H1 heading of a home
page.

!

Images that will not appear in Google image search

Some images will not appear in Google image search.
Google image search can bring you targeted traffic. Search
engines CANNOT index your image based only on what the
image looks like - you will need to tell them what the image is
with the help of image ALT tags.

! Domain Trust Flow

Data not available
The Majestic Domain Trust Flow score is a metric designed to
decide how trustworthy a site is. If there are authoritative,
trustworthy backlinks to a site, Domain Trust Flow will be
higher.

!

Domain Citation Flow

Data not available
The Majestic Citation Flow score is a metric that measures
the Link Equity (or Link Juice) of a domain considering the
links pointing to it. If there are more domains pointing to a
site, the more influential it will be.

! Site presence in an authoritative directory

Your site is not listed in the authoritative search directory.
Search engines take into account search directory indexes
because they are moderated by human volunteers. If a site is
approved by such a search directory, then it is considered to
have a decent quality.

!
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Web analytics tracking code on site pages

Present: Google Analytics
Web analytics will help analyze the user behavior on your site
and find landing pages and weak points where users leave
your site.

✔

Site usability issues
More and more searches today are performed on mobile devices. Your site should look perfect both on mobile and desktop devices and they should do well at
converting visitors into customers. Search engines use page speed and a usability score to rank site pages.

How your site looks on different devices.

 

Issues found on your site 
The data below is shown for the home page only.

Mobile optimization

Site is optimized for mobile devices.
More and more people use mobile devices and tablets for web
surfing. Mobile optimization can increase sales, generate
more traffic and boost customer engagement.

✔ Page speed score (Desktop)

67 / 100
Your site pages load too slowly on desktop computers! You
should optimize your site code because you may lose site
visitors irritated by the slowness.
This shows whether or not your site pages load fast on PCs.

!
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The data above is shown for 26 scanned pages.

Page speed score (Mobile)

64 / 100
Your site pages load too slowly on mobile devices! You
should optimize your site code because you may lose visitors
irritated by a slow site.
This shows if your site pages load quickly on mobile devices.

! User experience score (Mobile)

99 / 100
Awesome! Your site looks good on mobile devices.
This measures how your site is usable on mobile devices.

✔

Technical issues on your site
Technical issues found on your site may put off your prospect customers and signal search engines that the site has been neglected. Make sure your site is free of
them.

"Page Not Found" issues

2
issues found, fix them as soon as possible
This shows if your site has broken links that will lead your
visitors to a page with a 404 error. "Page not found" issues
reduce your site quality and may negatively impact your site
visitors' experience.

! Server issues

No issues found, keep it up!
This shows if there are site pages that could not be accessed
because the server was too slow to respond.

✔

Broken images

No issues found, keep it up!
This shows if there are red x's instead of images on your site
pages.

✔ Broken anchors

No issues found, keep it up!
Broken anchors make navigation on your site pages less
convenient and user friendly.

✔

Page access issues

2
issues found, fix them as soon as possible
This shows if site pages with limited access (401, 403 errors)
can be found by your users. These pages should not be
accessible to your site visitors.

! Slow response time pages

No issues found, keep it up!
This shows if there are pages that load slowly due to
insufficient server response time.

✔
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KeywordKeyword Google.com (USA) - United StatesGoogle.com (USA) - United States Yahoo.com (USA)Yahoo.com (USA) Bing.com (USA)Bing.com (USA)

Real estate marketing !  not in Top 10 !  not in Top 10 !  not in Top 10

Real estate lead generation !  not in Top 10 !  not in Top 10 !  not in Top 10

!  Too few backlinks to analyze

Links are the foundation of your site's rankings. High quality backlinks pointing to your site
establish the authority of your site, which results in higher rankings. An immediate link building
campaign is required.

Site rankings in search engines
If your site is not found on the first page of the search engine results for key terms, then it doesn't exist for your prospect customers.

Toxic links pointing to your site

Compliance with Google requirements
If your site doesn't meet Google requirements, it may get lower positions on Google results pages and therefore receive less traffic.

Pages with a non-optimized TITLE tag

9
pages have a non-optimized TITLE tag.
This shows how many pages of your site either have no TITLE
tag or have overly long or duplicate TITLE tags.

! Pages with a non-optimized Description tag

12
pages have a non-optimized Description tag.
This shows how many pages of your site either have no
Description tag or have too long or duplicate Description tags.

!

Pages with an excessive number of outbound links

No issues found, keep it up!
This shows how many pages of your site have too many links
that point to other sites. This may be considered by search
engines to be spam.

✔ Pages with a non-optimized URL

No issues found, keep it up!
This shows how many page URLs of your site have an
excessive number of dynamic parameters or specific
characters that make it not understandable for visitors and
search engines.

✔
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The data above is shown for 26 scanned pages.

Pages with a non-optimized heading

15
pages have issues with headings.
This shows how many pages of your site have either no H1
heading or more than one H1 heading on a page. Missing or
excessive usage of H1 headings will decrease your rankings
because search engines consider it to be optimal to have just
one H1 heading, in order to determine a page's theme.

! Pages with search engine unfriendly redirects

12
pages have search engine unfriendly redirects.
This shows how many pages of your site have META Refresh
or 302 redirects. Those redirects are search engine unfriendly
and pass no link weight to the target pages.

!

Ease of access to your site for search engines

No issues found, keep it up!
The ease of access is defined by the presence of a sitemap
(sitemap.xml or sitemap.xml.gz) and robots.txt in the root
directory of website.

✔
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73 / 100
SEO SCORE

33 / 47
PASSED CHECKS

11 / 47
FAILED CHECKS

3 / 47
WARNINGS

SEO Report Courtesy CourseVector, LLC

SEO Report for http://powerwordspowerprofit.com

COMMON SEO ISSUES

 The meta title of your page has a length of 32 characters. Most search engines will truncate meta
titles to 70 characters.

 Power Words Get You Power Profit

 The meta description of your page has a length of 148 characters. Most search engines will
truncate meta descriptions to 160 characters.

 Real estate agents! Save time, money and frustration and get MORE LEADS using these
effective Marketing scripts, templates, videos, slides and more!

 Power Words Get You Power Profit
http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/
Real estate agents! Save time, money and frustration and get MORE LEADS using these
effective Marketing scripts, templates, videos, slides and more!

 There is likely no optimal keyword density (search engine algorithms have evolved beyond
keyword density metrics as a significant ranking factor). It can be useful, however, to note which
keywords appear most often on your page and if they reflect the intended topic of your page. More
importantly, the keywords on your page should appear within natural sounding and grammatically
correct copy.

 marketing - 15 times
 power - 13 times
 real - 11 times
 estate - 11 times
 words - 7 times

Meta Title

Meta Description

Google Search
Results Preview

Most Common
Keywords Test
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 Congratulations! You are using your keywords in your meta-tags, which help search engines to
properly identify the topic of your page.

 Keyword(s) included in Title tag
 Keyword(s) included in Meta-Description tag

 able agent agents agents. approach attention attract business busy
buyers cadence can’t check clients come consistency content
conversion copyright covered crowd days determine does don’t easily effective
effectively email estate expert fast faster faster. flyer fortune free getting
gone hearing help here's includes just lead leads login make market
marketing media media. you member mobile month need
page pam@powerwordspowerprofit.com people_.  policy postcard power
profit prospects questions reach read real realtor® reserved right rights
scroll search sellers shorten social stand sure time times timing tips today
track tweets using voice waiting want we're we’ll we’ve words worry write
years you'll you’ll  the

 Your page contains H1 headings. Their contents are listed below:

 "Pam has created a powerful program with lots of marketing content that will take you to the
next level" ~ Patrick K., Realtor®

 "Well, what is "marketing" anyway? It's getting the right message to the right people via the
right media and methods. " Dan Kennedy

 "If you haven't checked out Pam Ostrowski's new marketing site, you need to! Once again, she
has totally AMAZED me with her very impressive marketing and teaching skills! Check it out!"
~Samantha H., Realtor®

 Your page contains H2 headings. Their contents are listed below:

 What will YOU do with all the MONEY you'll EARN and TIME you'll SAVE?
 STAND OUT from the Crowd of other agents. We'll give you tested content and show you how

to market yourself so you can Convert More Leads to $$$$!

 Congratulations! Your site uses a "robots.txt" file: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/robots.txt

 Congratulations! We've found 1 sitemap file for your website:

 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/sitemap_index.xml

 We have found one URL that is not SEO friendly!

 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/mailto:...bject=powewordspowerprofit website reply

 Your webpage has 12 'img' tags and 8 of them are missing the required 'alt' attribute.

 Your webpage is using 46 inline CSS styles!

Keyword Usage

Keywords Cloud

<h1> Headings
Status

<h2> Headings
Status

Robots.txt Test

Sitemap Test

SEO Friendly URL
Test

Image Alt Test

Inline CSS Test
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http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/robots.txt
http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/sitemap_index.xml
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 We found some HTML deprecated tags. You are advised to change these old tags with equivalent
tags or proper CSS rules.

 <font>: found 5 times

 Congratulations! Your website is using the latest version of Google Analytics.

 Your site either doesn't have a favicon or this has not been referenced correctly.

 We found 2 JavaScript errors on your web page!

 Uncaught SyntaxError: Unexpected identifier 
Source file: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/js/avia.js at line:
1918, column: 0

 Uncaught SyntaxError: Unexpected string 
Source file: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/js/shortcodes.js at
line: 572, column: 0

 Congratulations! Your website is connected successfully with social media using: Facebook;
Twitter;

SPEED OPTIMIZATIONS

 Congratulations! The size of your web page's HTML is 10.96 Kb and is under the average web
page's HTML size of 33 Kb.
Faster loading websites result in a better user experience, higher conversion rates, and generally
better search engine rankings.

 Congratulations! Your page is successfully compressed using gzip compression on your code.
Your HTML is compressed from 43.12 Kb to 10.96 Kb (75 % size savings). This helps ensure a
faster loading web page and improved user experience.

 Your site loading time is around 3.065 seconds and this is under the average loading speed
which is 5 seconds.

 Your page has more than 20 http requests, which can slow down page loading. You can try
reducing http requests through various methods such as using text instead of images, using css
sprites, using data URIs instead of images, or combining several external files together into one.

HTML Pages: 2;  CSS Files: 24;  Scripts: 22;  Images: 20;  Flash Files: 0; 

 Congratulations, you have a caching mechanism on your website. Caching helps speed page
loading times as well as reduces server load.

 Congratulations! Your website does not include flash objects (an outdated technology that was
sometimes used to deliver rich multimedia content). Flash content does not work well on mobile
devices, and is difficult for crawlers to interpret.

Deprecated HTML
Tags

Google Analytics
Test

Favicon Test

JS Error Checker

Social Media Check

HTML Page Size
Test

HTML
Compression/GZIP
Test

Site Loading Speed
Test

Page Objects

Page Cache Test
(Server Side
Caching)

Flash Test
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http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/js/avia.js
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https://facebook.com
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 Your site is not using expires headers for all of your images. An expires tag can help speed up the
serving of your webpages for users that regularly visit your site and see the same images. Learn
more about how to add expires headers to your images.

 Some of your website's JavaScript files are not minified!

 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/js/avia-compat.js
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/js/avia.js
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/js/shortcodes.js
 http://bbemaildelivery.com/app/include/javascript/functions.js
 http://bbemaildelivery.com/app/include/video.js/dist/video.min.js
 https://cdn.syndication.twimg.com/widget...n&suppress_response_codes=true&t=1640520

 Some of your website's CSS files are not minified!

 http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Open+Sans:400,600
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/css/grid.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/css/base.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/css/layout.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/css/shortcodes.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-cont...s/enfold/js/aviapopup/magnific-popup.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-cont...diaelement/skin-1/mediaelementplayer.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/css/custom.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/1nservice/style.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-cont...fold/config-gravityforms/gravity-mod.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-cont...r/LayerSlider/static/css/layerslider.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/themes/enfold/css/print.css
 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-cont...erSlider/static/skins/fullwidth/skin.css

 Congratulations, your page does not use nested tables. This speeds up page loading time and
optimizes the user experience.

 Congratulations! Your webpage does not use frames.

 Congratulations! Your website has a doctype declaration:

 <!DOCTYPE html>

 Congratulations! Your URL doesn't have any redirects (which could potentially cause site
indexation issues and site loading delays).

SERVER AND SECURITY

 http://powerwordspowerprofit.com and http://www.powerwordspowerprofit.com/ resolve to the
same URL.

 Your site's IP 72.52.244.10 does not redirect to your site's domain name. This could cause
duplicate content problems if a search engine indexes your site under both its IP and domain
name.

Image Expires Tag
Test

JS Minification Test

CSS Minification
Test

Nested Tables Test

Frameset Test

Doctype Test

URL Redirects
Checker

URL
Canonicalization
Test

IP Canonicalization
Test
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http://jeremy.zawodny.com/blog/archives/009272.html
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
notminified
http://powerwordspowerprofit.com
http://www.powerwordspowerprofit.com/
http://72.52.244.10


 Your website is not using https, a secure communication protocol. Even for sites that do not collect
sensitive customer information, search engines suggest that switching to https is an increasingly
good idea and may help improve rankings. Note: if your site relies primarily on adsense income,
be aware that using https may be detrimental to ad earnings.

 This site is not currently listed as suspicious (no malware or phishing activity found).

 Congratulations, your server signature is off.

 Congratulations! Your server has disabled directory browsing.

 Your server appears to allow access from User-agent Libwww-perl. Botnet scripts that
automatically look for vulnerabilities in your software are sometimes identified as User-Agent
libwww-perl. By blocking access from libwww-perl you can eliminate many simpler attacks. Read
more on blocking Libwww-perl access and improving your website's security.

 We found 2 email addresses in your page code. We advise you to protect email links in a way that
hides them from the spam harvesters.

MOBILE USABILITY

 Congratulations, your website uses media query technique, which is the base for responsive
design functionalities.

HTTPS Test

Safe Browsing Test

Server Signature
Test

Directory Browsing
Test

Libwww-perl Access
Test

Plaintext Emails
Test

Media Query
Responsive Test

Mobile Snapshot
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http://csarven.ca/hiding-email-addresses


ADVANCED SEO

 Congratulations! Your website is using HTML Microdata specifications in order to markup
structured data.

 Type: https://schema.org/WPHeader
 Type: https://schema.org/SiteNavigationElement
 Properties:

url: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/pwpp-login/
 Type: https://schema.org/CreativeWork
 Properties:

text: Are you a NEW Real Estate Agent? Has your Lead Gen stalled? Do you want to
attract more buyer and seller leads and close 25, 35 or 50+ transactions per year? 
Combine 30+ years of Marketing experience with Fortune 1000 companies, and  over 5
years of coaching Real Estate Agents and you get  “Done For You ” Effective Real Estate
Marketing content at your disposal!  Learn Real Estate processes and procedures from a
Realtor®.Use Effective Real Estate Marketing Content from a Marketing Expert. We want
YOU to stand out from the crowd of other agents, not blend in with them! Become a Power
Agent for just $25/month!

 Type: https://schema.org/ImageObject
 Properties:

contentURL: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Build-Your-
Own-Brand-home-page.jpg

 Type: https://schema.org/CreativeWork
 Properties:

text: You don’t want to confuse your leads and clients with Real Estate jargon, do you?
Then, you must use “attraction language” to make them feel comfortable about working
with you. Your Buyers and Sellers are buried in solicitations from your competitors. How
will you stand out? We’ll show you tips and techniques and give you ready to use samples
you can use to test what works best for you. We’ll make sure your leads are hearing your
voice above other agents.

 Type: https://schema.org/ImageObject
 Properties:

contentURL: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Buyer-
getting-keys-300x300.jpg

 Type: https://schema.org/CreativeWork
 Properties:

text: Buyers are busy people.  They determine the timing of when they will reach out to an
agent. But will that agent be YOU? Through Power Words (and a Power Approach), you’ll
be able to not only attract Buyers, but you’ll be able to make them into Clients faster!

 Type: https://schema.org/ImageObject
 Properties:

contentURL: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Marketing-
Word-Cloud-home-page.jpg

 Type: https://schema.org/CreativeWork
 Properties:

text: Buyers and Sellers are mobile and busy.  The cadence and consistency of your
marketing is the key to getting their attention The days of 1 postcard or 1 flyer are gone.
You’ll have to reach out 7-10 times before you see interest. That includes using Social
Media. You can’t write the same content over and over again. Don’t worry! We’ve got your
covered. We give you new marketing content every month to get you effectively getting
leads faster.

 Type: https://schema.org/ImageObject
 Properties:

contentURL: http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/For-Sale-
Sign-300x300.jpg


Type: https://schema.org/CreativeWork

Microdata Schema
Test
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 Properties:
text: We’re about differentiating YOU from all your competition. Whether it’s your business
card, web pages, flyers or any other marketing content, we’ll help you stand out as a
professional with whom Sellers want to do business. Sellers want to see how well you
would market their home. So they’re paying attention to how well you market YOU!

 Type: https://schema.org/WPFooter

 Your webpage does not use the noindex meta tag. This means that your webpage will be read
and indexed by search engines.

 Your page is using the canonical link tag. This tag specifies that the URL:
http://powerwordspowerprofit.com is preferred to be used in search results. Please ensure that this
specification is correct, as canonical tags are often hard-coded and may not always reflect the
latest changes in a site's URL structure.

 <link rel="canonical" href="http://powerwordspowerprofit.com/" />

 Your webpage does not use the nofollow meta tag. This means that search engines will crawl all
links from your webpage.

 Your robots.txt file disallow the search engines access to some parts of your website. You are
advised to check carefully if the access to these resources or pages must be blocked.

 Disallow: /cgi-bin/
 Disallow: /wp-admin/
 Disallow: /trackback/
 Disallow: /author/
 Disallow: /category/*/*
 Disallow: /wp-login.php
 Disallow: /wp-signup.php
 Disallow: /xmlrpc.php

 Congratulations! Your DNS server is using an SPF record. This SPF record is listed below:

 v=spf1 +a +mx +ip4:72.52.244.10 ~all

www.coursevector.com -
support@coursevector.com

Noindex Tag
Checker

Canonical Tag
Checker

Nofollow Tag
Checker

Disallow Directive
Checker

SPF records
checker
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powerwordspowerprofit.com SEO Report
Primary Column Severity Comment

1 Project Summary: (Onboarding Manager)

2 Client Domain Name powerwordspowerprofit.com
3 Billing Client in TimeTrax powerwordspowerprofit.com
4 Ticket Title powerwordspowerprofit.com SEO Evaluation
5 Master Ticket URL https://coursevector.freshdesk.com/helpdesk/tickets/3794
6 Ticket# 3794
7 Related Ticket URL (SEO Internal Task Ticket)
8 Project Manager Mike

9 Project Alarms/Reminders/Time Line/Drop Dead Dates: (Anyone Who Needs A Reminder)

11 Onboarding Tasks: (Onboading Manager)

25 Estimate and Payment: (Onboading Manager)

33 Assets: (Onboarding Manager and Project Manager)

37 SEO Input Variables (Competitors were chosen/substituted because they have the #1 position for the stated keywords)

38 Client Website powerwordspowerprofit.com
39 Competitor 1 fitsmallbusiness.com
40 Competitor 2 inman.com
41 Keyword(s) Analyzed Real estate marketing
42 Searches per month (should be > 1000) 5400
43 Keyword(s) Analyzed Real estate lead generation
44 Searches per month  (should be > 1000) 1600

45 Report 1 WC Notes:
46 Overall Site Performance (must be 85 or above) Critical 32%
47 Alexa Ranking Critical Not being picked up
48 Facebook OK
49 Google+ OK
50 LinkedIn OK
51 Majestic Trust Level (should be >.50) Critical Not being picket up
52 Backlinks Critical 0
53 Mobile Critical header error across mobile devices
54 Page Not Found Critical 2

55 Report 2 TB Notes:
56 Client's SEO Score 73
57 Competitor 1 SEO Score 84
58 Competitor 2 SEO Score 80
59 Meta Titles Critical Not keyword friendly.  not related to function of website.
60 Meta Description Warning Not keyword friendly
61 Google Snippet OK
62 H1 Tags Critical Not being used correctly.  Causing penalties as they do not relate to the site structure.
63 Robots File Note Needs update.  Put in a ticket at CV.  Free update.
64 Site Map OK
65 URLs Contain Keywords (htaccess adjustments) OK
66 Image Attributes Warning Not present
67 Favicon Warning Not present
68 Site speed (should be < 8 sec and preferably < 6 OK 3.06
69 Mobile/Responsive Warning CSS errors below header
70 Schema OK
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Primary Column Severity Comment
71 Other Notes:
72 Call to actions on landing pages: Warning Not prevalent.  Needs to stand out with this type of site.
73 SEO Optimized 404 Landing Page: Warning None.  Loops back to home page
74 Keyword Choice Note Good, but keywords have not been used properly throughout the site.
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